: Screenshots from two clips used in our experiment. Screenshots in upper row are from clip simulated using classic impulse based method, while screenshots in lower row are from clip simulated with statistical simulation method [Hsu and Keyser 2009] . We verify that certain hypotheses that are often just assumed to be true do in fact hold, and therefore that the simplified simulation is an acceptable substitute.
Introduction
Large scale physically based simulation is widely used in entertainment. As computing power has increased, this usage has become even more common. In addition, a number of new techniques for physically-based simulation have also increased the applicability of these methods. Some of these methods have the advantage of improved speed, but at the cost of reduced accuracy.
Offline simulation methods exist in almost all areas and can achieve very accurate simulation results, but they are often resourceintensive. Furthermore, such physical accuracy is not always necessary, particularly for entertainment applications. Visual plausibility, which may deviate from physical plausibility, is the actual standard that is eventually used. Intuitively, it is often very difficult for a human to tell whether a moving object or deforming scene under simulation is physically accurate or not. People may accept that a simulation result is accurate if the distortion is small. In large scale physically based simulation, attention is also distracted by multiple objects. Thus it may be more difficult for viewers to tell if distortion exists. If these two hypotheses, that people don't notice small deviations and that with increasing numbers of objects people accept larger deviations, are true then physically inaccurate simulation can still be visually plausible. To achieve higher efficiency or more controllability, many algorithms assume intuitive hypotheses like these to be true in simulated scenarios. However, there is only a small amount of prior work either verifying the authenticity of such hypotheses or providing a metric to measure visual plausibility objectively.
O 'Sullivan et al.[2003] verify the authenticity of the hypothesis that people may not be able to detect small distortion in physically based simulation. They investigate subjective tolerance on several kinds of distortion in physically based simulation. Their work focuses on simple scenarios where only a few rigid objects collide with each other. In this case, viewers can concentrate on the colliding event and locate poor simulation. With hundreds of thousands of objects simulated at the same time, one would expect that a viewer's at-tention will be distracted by different events happening simultaneously. As a result, a viewer's tolerance threshold for distortion, if there is one, may be different or even unstable. It's possible that, while viewing large scale simulation, a viewer's judgement of visual plausibility may depend on a global moving pattern of objects instead of local physical plausibility. On the other hand, distortions mentioned in [O'Sullivan et al. 2003] are not always what an approximated simulation method would generate. For example, objects in or under a pile of objects are partially occluded by other objects and are seemingly under greater pressure, thus it may be easy for a viewer to accept the assumption that these objects do not transform during simulation. Thus "freezing" them would be a good approximation. In large scale simulation, more global statistical features may reflect the overall distortion level better. So, the verification result in [O'Sullivan et al. 2003 ] may not hold for similar hypotheses in large scale rigid body simulation.
Contributions
As a first step, we only focus on large scale rigid body simulation. We firstly verify the authenticity of the following two hypotheses through a psychophysical experiment.
Hypothesis I: In large scale rigid body simulation, viewers may not be able to perceive distortion, such as that incurred by an approximated simulation method.
Hypothesis II: Assuming objects in or under a pile of objects to be fixed without transformation does not affect the visual plausibility of simulation.
To further investigate what factors may affect such results, we then carry out another group of experiments to measure effect of four other factors: number of collisions under simulation, homogeneity of colliding object pairs, distance from scene to camera, and different simulation methods.
We also explore whether eye-tracking can provide an objective metric of visual plausibility. Unfortunately, we find no evidence that this is the case, though we do derive some suggestions about finding such an objective metric.
Background
Physically Based Rigid Body Simulation Methods For an overview of concepts and technologies in the area of rigid body simulation, we refer the reader to a recent state-of-the-art report on rigid body simulation in computer graphics [Bender et al. 2012] . In our work, we generate large scale animations of rigid bodies using algorithms in [Hsu and Keyser 2009] and [Hsu and Keyser 2010] .
Measuring Physical Plausibility Physical plausibility was investigated in early research on developing metrics for measuring simulation plausibility. [Yeh et al. 2009 ] tries to propose an embracive metric which measures error between a distorted simulation and a baseline simulation. Their metric is a combination of both global and instantaneous metrics. However, it is still not a general one due to their specific error sampling method. Also, it measures only physical accuracy not perceptual accuracy.
Measuring Visual Plausibility Visual plausibility is measured extensively in evaluating simulation and modeling in a broad range of fields. Measuring quality of Level Of Detail techniques is one popular application. As one example, [McDonnell et al. 2006 ] presents a perceptual evaluation of different LOD representations of humans wearing deformable clothing.
Visual plausibility is also frequently used in measuring simulation of characters and crowds. [Reitsma and Pollard 2003 ] measures viewer sensitivity to errors in animated human motion like jumping. [Vicovaro et al. 2012 ] studies people's sensitivity to manipulations of overarm and underarm biological throwing animations. investigates the effect of anomalies in physical contacts between characters and matching appropriate reactions to specific actions. [McDonnell et al. 2008 ] tests different factors which may affect the perception of variety of crowds. [McDonnell et al. 2009] further investigates which body parts of virtual characters are most looked at in scenes containing duplicate characters.
Visual plausibility is also evaluated in contexts like rendering or modeling. ] examines whether render style affects how virtual humans are perceived. [Jarabo et al. 2012 ] proposes a metric to evaluate the visual plausibility of illumination in scenes with dynamic aggregates. [Harrison et al. 2004] examines to what extent the lengths of the links in an animated articulated figure can be changed without a viewer becoming aware. [Vangorp et al. 2013 ] performs visual perception experiments in developing a predictive model of distortion for street-level image based rendering.
Visual Plausibility of Physically Based Simulation The study of visual plausibility has not been nearly as widely explored in physically based simulation research. Visual Plausibility has been adopted and integrated into simulations to achieve specific simulation effects. [Chenney and Forsyth 2000] extends classic simulation models to include plausible sources of uncertainty and then use a Markov Chain Monte Carlo algorithm to sample multiple animations that satisfy constraints, which can inlcude visual plausibility. Similarly, [Twigg and James 2007] exploits the speed of multibody simulators to compute numerous example simulations in parallel. It allows viewers to modify the simulation interactively according to its visual plausibility.
[O' Sullivan et al. 2003 ] first evaluates the visual plausibility of simulations where physical parameters have been distorted or degraded, either unavoidably or intentionally for aesthetic reasons. They find some interesting biases as well as derive a set of probability functions which can be used as a metric to evaluate the visual plausibility of simulation. In many cases, distortion is unavoidable due to approxiamted simulation algorithms. Visual Plausibility thus has been evaluated to measure the quality of such algorithms. [Garcia et al. 2008 ] verifies through perceptual evaluation that stylized motion, although it may incur distortion, can improve visual plausibility of physically based simulation. [García et al. 2010] evaluates the visual plausibility of their deformation simulation. They further study whether deformation helps in detecting collisions. But again, only a few objects are involved in their scenarios. Rather than measuring the distortion caused by the approximated algorithm, [Reitsma and O'Sullivan 2009] examines how a realistic environment setting can affect visual plausibility of physically based simulations.
Here we consider a very similar problem to that studied by [O'Sullivan et al. 2003 ]. In our study, the scenarios simulated with distortion have many more objects. One of our goals is to understand whether this large number of objects changes the standards for plausibility. In this case, the specific metrics for individual local interactions may no longer hold.
Setup
To verify authenticity of Hypothesis I & II, we design a series of scenarios each of which is simulated with different simulation methods. Subjective visual plausibility evaluations of each scenario is then collected from viewers. Statistical analysis is performed to verify the truthfulness of Hypothesis I & II. To collect subjective visual plausibility, as in [O'Sullivan et al. 2003 ], we ask volunteers to watch each clip and afterward rate the realism of the physical behavior seen in the clip using a 7-point Likert scale ranging from 1 Figure 2 : Screenshots of one clip used in our experiment. The four screenshots from left to right are sampled from one clip of the bunny-cross scenario. In this scenario, bunnies fall and collide with crosses which are only rotatable. A very large number of collisions happen during the simulation process.
(totally unrealistic) to 7 (completely realistic). Furthermore, users' gaze position on the screen is tracked by an eye-tracking device throughout the experiment. The rating data as well as the gaze position data are recorded and used to measure the visual plausibility of each of these clips.
Our goal is to verify the truthfulness of these hypotheses and to investigate factors which may affect such results. We leave the measurement of a tolerance threshold of a specific metric of each factor to future work. As a result, we did not apply the randomly interleaved staircase design [Cornsweet 1962 ]. Instead, all our animation clips are generated ahead of the experiment. Also, distortions in our clips are not added manually, but are caused by the approximated algorithms themselves. So, these distortions are not controlled directly by manipulating the status of each object but may still show a global pattern.
Physically Based Simulation Methods Used
We created animation clips using several approximated rigid body simulation methods as well as a classic impulse-based simulation method. They are all designed for large scale rigid body simulation.
M1:
As a benchmark, we generate clips using a classic simulation method [Guendelman et al. 2003 ] for all scenarios which will be discussed in Sec. 4. The classic simulation method iterates among four stages: collision detection, collision determination, collision response, and integration. Clips generated using this method are expected to have the highest visual plausibility and highest physical accuracy. But, this method is the most computationally expensive one. We label this method as M1.
M2:
Comparing to this classic simulation approach, approximated simulation methods consume fewer computing resources by simplifying some of the four stages or using different simulation schemes. [Hsu and Keyser 2009] replaces the classic collision detection and collision response computation with a table lookup-like scheme. This method can save up to 99% of the time to simulate one step. Their high performance is at the cost of significant precomputation. In pre-computation, statistical data are collected by performing a series of trials. The statistical data is a compact representation of an object's response to collision events. In real time simulation, collision responses generated with this simplified method are statistically close to actual responses when a lot of objects exist. However, with regard to any single object, there is high liklihood for distortion of the results. This method is used to verify Hypothesis I. We label this method as M2.
M3:
Rather than uniformly modifying stages in simulating each object, [Hsu and Keyser 2010] improves the overall performance by stopping simulation of objects that satisfy certain conditions. Speed-ups achieved in this paper range from 1.2 to 6.0 times depending on specific scenarios and various other factors. Distortion in such simulation comes from the "frozen" objects. A large pile of objects with some of them having such distortion may still be plausible. This method is used to verify Hypothesis II. This method (see the original paper for details) allows one parameter to be set to tradeoff etwen simulation speed and accuracy. We use a value of 0.5 in our examples. This method is labeled as M3.
M4:
Furthermore, an LOD-based method that combines statistical and classic methods is also used to simulate some scenarios. We label this method as M4. According to an object's visual importance or necessity in the scene, M4 chooses between M1 and M2. The distortion is suppressed accordingly. In our implementation, M4 uses M1 if viewing distance of the simulated object is less than some threshold (we use 140 units, where the size of an object is approximately 15 units in diameter). Otherwise, M2 is used.
M5: Finally, we also generate animation clips using M5 where the collision model of each object is simplified to be a single sphere.
Script Design
We generate 32 different animation clips in total. They are simulated in 8 scenarios. These clips are further classified into three groups with similar scenarios in each group. Each clip lasts for less than 20 seconds. Collisions between object-object and objectenvironment pairs are simulated. Fig.3 shows the models used. Table 1 provides a description of each model used. Fig.2 shows a screenshot from one of the animation clips. Tab.2 lists the first 7 scenarios in detail. We create a single script which consists of opening, introduction, displaying all clips, rating interface after each clip, and ending. This script is displayed to each viewer. PsychtoolBox [Brainard 1997] and Matlab was used to create this script. This toolbox allows easy manipulation of stimuli clips and provides an easy way to add an interactive script as well as collect feedback. In the script, a textual introduction is first displayed to the viewer. Three example clips are Animation clips from the same group are displayed together, but the order of clips in the group is randomized for each viewer. Also, the order of groups is randomized. Clips in some groups are played twice to measure the reliability of user rating. The order of repeated groups and clips in those groups are randomized, too. To restrict the total length of the script, not all groups are repeated.
Each clip is played individually, thus there is no side-by-side comparison. This is because our experiment focuses on measuring the subjective experience of a viewer when watching an animation. Side-by-side comparison of animations, however, aims to expose the difference or defects of one or both animations under comparison. While watching a movie, playing a computer game, or interacting in a virtual world, viewers are seldom given a benchmark for comparison. Instead, viewers have a subjective feeling according to their knowledge of the real world which the animation is similar to. Our purpose is to measure such subjective feelings of viewers.
Eyetracking
In our experiment, we also use an eyetracking device to record viewers' gaze position while they are watching the script. The device we use is faceLAB TM 5 from seeingmachines. The screen we use to play the script has size 52cm×32.5cm with resolution 1920×1200. The tracking device comes with two IR cameras mounted on the table. To ensure the tracing accuracy, each viewer performs a calibration prior to beginning the script. The calibration takes less than 10 minutes and no further calibration is performed during the script.
Verification of Hypotheses

Scenario Design
In this part of the experiment, we focus on verifying Hypotheses I & II under a common large-scale rigid body simulation environment. A typical setting for such simulations has hundreds to thousands of rigid bodies in the scene. Simulation parameters like gravity and friction are set in line with what might be seen in the natural world. The first two groups of scenarios are used to verify the first hypothesis and the third group is used to verify the second hypothesis. In group I scenarios, multiple types of objects exist and M4 is used.
M2 is used to generate group II scenarios where only a single type of objects exists. Hypothesis II is verified in the group III scenarios, where piling situations are simulated.
Design Scenarios to Verify Hypothesis I
Assuming Hypothesis I is true, even if simplification of some collisions may cause distortion, it can be assumed that such distortions do not affect visual plausibility. M2 and M4 make approximations to collision detection and response following this assumption.
Both M1 and M4 are used to generate clips for the three scenarios in group I. In the first scenario, more than 1000 rings fall from a certain height with randomized initial status and collide with 25 vertical and fixed poles on the ground. Both the swarm of rings and fixed poles are positioned densely. As a result, a large number of collisions happen when rings hit poles or the ground, and when rings pile on each other. Such collisions happen between rings, ring-pole pairs, and ring-ground pairs. Collisions occur throughout the entire simulation. We also simulate scenario 1 with M5.
The other two scenarios in this group are similar to the first one. In the second scenario, we place a roly-poly model in the shape of a Matryoshka doll on the ground. Then we shoot bunnies toward this model. Collisions happen between the roly-poly and bunnies, as well as among bunnies and between bunnies and ground. In the third scenario, we fix the center of six rotatable crosses. Hundreds of bunnies are then dropped from above and collide with these crosses and among themselves. Collisions also exist between bunnies and the ground. See Fig.2 for more screenshots. All three scenarios in the first group are designed to have large numbers of collisions among multiple types of objects.
In the two scenarios in group II, there is only one type of object. We use a bunny model in this case. Hypothesis I is assumed true and all objects are simulated using the same method. We simulate these two scenarios using both M1 and M2. Furthermore, we simulate scenario 4 with M5 as comparison. In scenario 4, we drop hundreds of bunnies from a certain height and let them fall freely to the ground. Bunnies at the same height are loosely positioned originally, so no obvious pile is formed when they hit the ground. But, there are still a large number of collisions among bunnies. Scenario 5 involves shooting bunnies toward the ground without colliding with any other objects before hitting the ground. Again, collision types here are limited to bunny-bunny and bunny-ground, but the number of collisions is still high.
Design Scenarios to Verify Hypothesis II
Assuming Hypothesis II is true in simulation of large piles of rigid bodies, freezing objects inside a pile which may be under many other objects or occluded by others won't affect visual plausibility.
According to this, M3 improves the simulation efficiency and can also achieve an artistic effect.
Both scenarios in group III satisfy the condition mentioned above. In scenario 6, we place a rectangular box on the ground and toss rings from three directions into the box. More than 400 rings are simulated in this scenario. Rings pile quickly in the box and soon overflow from the box. In this scenario, many rings are occluded by the pile itself and the box, where it's natural to assume that Hypothesis II is true. Scenario 7 is similar to scenario 6. Instead of tossing rings, we drop a big array of bunny models to the ground. Objects in this scenario are densely positioned so they are prone to form a pile. We use both M1 and M3 to simulate these scenarios. Again, M5 is used to simulate scenario 6.
Results and Analysis
Demographic data
Thirty volunteers (12 female and 18 male) participated in our study. Their age ranged from 20 to 33, with an average age of 25. Thirteen of the volunteers have a background in Computer Graphics, while the others are considered naive to computer generated animation. All viewers have normal or corrected-to-normal vision.
Before the experiment, each volunteer is told to rate each clip according to how realistic it is. They are also told that all objects simulated in clips are rigid bodies. They are told to focus on the physical behavior of objects only and ignore influence of other factors like color or lighting effects. Volunteers are explicitly told that some scenarios are animated with contrasting methods and some clips are displayed more than once. Almost all volunteers naive to graphics become comfortable with the viewing-rating scheme after rating the first three example clips. When the formal experiment begins, most viewers were observed to be able to concentrate on the clips and give a rating at once. Fig.4 shows estimation of mean (average) and 90% confidence interval of ratings for each clip over all viewers. In scenario 1 and 2, clips simulated with M1 have higher average rating than those simulated with M4. In scenario 3, M4 is actually a little higher than the classic simulation method M1. However, the difference between average ratings of clips is relatively small in the same scenario simulated with M1 and M4. A one-way repeated measures ANalysis Of VAriance (ANOVA) is performed to measure such difference. No effect of different simulation methods is found in scenario 1 and 3, see Tab.3, which means there is no significant difference between ratings for clips simulated with M1 and M4. This result indicates that Hypothesis I can be assumed true under certain simulation environments, at least in scenario 1 and 3. An interesting phenomenon is that the average ratings of M1 and M4 in scenario 2 has a difference larger than other scenarios. This indicates less confidence in assuming Hypothesis I to be true in this case. It also implies that factors affecting truthfulness of Hypothesis I may exist in this scenario. An investigation of clips shows that there are fewer simultaneous collisions in scenario 2 than in the other two. In scenario 2, bunnies are shot to a roly-poly. However, they bounce off in all directions. This decreases the number of collisions among bunnies. As a result, the number of objects or number of collisions in the scene may affect the truthfulness of Hypothesis I.
Analysis of Data in Group I
Different simulation methods can lead to different distortion patterns or different amounts of distortion. To further verify how Hypothesis I is affected by different simulation methods, we simulate scenario 1 with M5, a particularly poor substitute for simulation results. Again, estimation of mean and 90% confidence interval of rating for that clip is shown in Fig.4 . As can be seen, the estimated mean of this rating is obviously different from that of clips simulated with the other two methods. A one-way repeated measures ANOVA is performed between M1 and M5. The different simulation method is found to be a significant factor in the ratings(F1,29 = 17.2592, p < 0.00027). The large distortion incurred by the over-simplified simulation method causes a rating much lower than the other two. In other words, Hypothesis I is not true if the simulation distortion is too high, even though it is true in the same scenario with other simulation methods. We will further evaluate this and the factor of number of collisions in section 5.1.
Analysis of Data in Group II
Collisions in scenarios in this group are more homogeneous than those in group one because there is only one type of object in the scene. Fig.5 shows the estimated mean and 90% confidence interval of rating for scenario 4 and 5 clips simulated with M1 and M2. Again, a one-way repeated measures ANOVA is performed. Results are listed in Tab.4. From this data we find that the rating for clips simulated with M1 and M2 are not significantly different from each other. In other words, Hypothesis I can be assumed to be true in simple scenarios where only single types of objects exist. We shoot bunny models in both scenario 5 and scenario 2 in group I. The difference is that in scenario 2, bunnies collide with a roly-poly first and then fall on the ground. Whereas in scenario 5, bunnies are shot to the ground directly. Collisions in this case are not only more homogeneous but also more simultaneous. As a result, Hypothesis I can be assumed true with a higher significance.
It was somewhat surprising that the rating for M5 in scenario 4 also has a high average (see M5 in scenario 1). ANOVA analysis indicates no effect of different simulation methods between M1 and M5 in rating data (F1,29 = 5.05694, p < 0.035). This is to say that in such a simple scenario, Hypothesis I can be assumed true even for a simulation method with large distortions like M5. But in scenario 1, different simulation methods was found to be a significant factor. Thus, Hypothesis I does not hold for M5 in scenarios in group I. One possible reason is that when collisions in scenarios are more homogeneous, it may be more difficult to people to judge whether they are all accurate or not. Thus, users may not be able to tell the distortion if they are all of the same type of distortion, even if the distortion is large. This implies using more simplified simulation methods rather than normal methods may be even more acceptable in applications with homogeneous collisions. We found these results to be somewhat surprising and counterintuitive.
Analysis of Data in Group III
In this group of experiments, we verify the authenticity of Hypothesis II in two scenarios that involve piling of objects. Again, estimated mean and 90% confidence interval for each clip in both scenarios are shown in Fig.6 . F-test values of one-way repeated measures ANOVA are given in Tab.5. Interestingly enough, M3 has higher average rating than M1 in scenario 6. They have about the same average rating in scenario 7. Ftest values in ANOVA further prove such phenomena. Furthermore, in scenario 7, clips simulated with stacking simulation method M3 has piles of objects with steeper slope than those in clips simulated with M1. However, the rating data indicates that people didn't find this difference significant. In other words, Hypothesis II can be assumed to be true in simulations of pile of objects as simple as in scenario 7.
To further verify the authenticity of Hypothesis II with different simulation methods, we simulate scenario 6 with M5. Results shown in Fig.6 clearly shows that Hypothesis II doesn't hold with M5 which incurs too much distortion in this scenario. ANOVA between M1 and M5 (F1,29 = 58.25601, p < 0.0000001) also proves the falseness of Hypothesis II in this case. Unlike scenario 4, collisions are not homogeneous in this scenario. This again indicates that the factor of different simulation methods may affect the truthfulness of these hypotheses.
Eye Tracking Data Analysis
We also attempted to find an "objective" metric of visual plausibility from eye tracking data which is less affected by viewer's consciousness. Such a metric, if it exists, could be more helpful in measuring plausibility of simulation. To do this, we recorded volunteers' gaze position during the experiment. Viewers' gaze position on the screen is sampled 60 times per second. The sequence of gaze position data of each viewer is then filtered to compress noise. We compute the number of saccades, the average fixation duration, average gaze moving velocity, and average gaze moving acceleration of each viewer. We tested whether any of these factors might correlate with either the subjective ratings of viewers or the types of simulations. range over all viewers. Different people view the same clip in different ways. As a result, it may be improper to use a metric related to this index as a universal measurement of visual plausibility. Oneway repeated measures ANOVA is performed on this index between clips simulated with M1 and corresponding approximating simulation methods in each scenario. No effect is found according to the result. In other words, although people watch different clips in different ways, there is no significant difference for individuals based on the type of simulation. Correlation analysis also showed no relation between the gaze velocity and the subjective feeling of quality. Analysis of other eye tracking metrics shows similar results. Thus, we find eye-tracking data helpless in developing an objective metric for evaluating visual plausibility in these simulation scenarios.
Factors Affecting these Hypotheses
Experiment Design
Factors Considered
We discuss here what factors may affect the authenticity of previously mentioned hypotheses, and what these effects are. We only focus on Hypothesis I here. One obvious factor is the number of objects under simulation. Hypothesis I is based on a large amount of objects. Intuitively, it may not hold when the number of collisions happening simultaneously is low. This has been witnessed in scenario 2 where the number of simultaneous collisions is lower than other scenarios in the same group. Hypothesis I is held true but with lower significance. We thus design a scenario in this phase that measures how the number of simultaneous collisions affects authenticity of Hypothesis I.
Another possible factor is sight distance which is the distance from the center of the simulated scene to camera position. Two other factors, different simulation methods and similarity of collisions, were discussed earlier.
Scenario Design
We choose to design scenarios based on scenario 4, which has only homogeneous collisions. We thus create a series of similar scenarios in which bunnies are dropped from a certain height and collide with the ground eventually. The number of bunnies dropped at the same time is 1, 4, 16, 64 and 256 in these scenarios. To compare the effect of different simulation methods, M1, M2 and M5 are used to simulate each scenario. Another scenario with 1000 bunnies simulated is used also. To view all collisions at once, the distance from the simulated scene to the camera in the 1000-bunny scenario is much larger than others, so that it may be difficult for people to discern all the details of each bunny model. This also helps us understand how sight distance can affect Hypothesis I.
Results and Analysis
The same group of volunteers also participated in this experiment. Viewer rating data is shown in Fig.8 . One obvious thing we can tell from Fig.8 is that number of collisions simulated simultaneously does affect truthfulness of Hypothesis I. The average rating for clips simulated with M5 in scenarios with 1, 4, 16 and even 64 objects are uniformly lower than clips simulated with the other two methods.
As the number of objects increase, the rating for clips simulated with this method is closer to that for other clips due to more homogeneous collisions. Similar results are seen for M2, though not as much as for M5. The average rating for clips simulated with M2 is uniformly close to clips simulated with M1. Thus, a conclusion we can draw is that the number of simultaneous collisions does indeed affect the truthfulness of Hypothesis I, although this effect may also depend on the simulation method used.
An interesting observation from Fig.8 is that when the number of objects is near 16, ratings for clips seem to be near minimal for all methods, including M1. One possible explanation is that people may be more alert and are more prone to give negative feedback when the number of objects are around 16. This would imply that viewers' ability to compare, track, and discover distortion is best at around 16 objects simultaneously being simulated. We find this to be an interesting initial observation, but further work would be needed before making a rigorous claim. Finally, ratings for clips simulated with all methods in the far sightdistance scenario, which also contains far more objects, are higher than most other scenarios. Because it's more difficult to tell the detail of a simulated bunny model, viewers may accept the assumption that these models are close to particles or spheres. As a result, it's more difficult for viewers to notice computational error. What's more interesting is that in this case the clip simulated with M5 has almost the same average rating as the clip simulated with M1(F1,29 = 0.038718291, p =< 0.85). To draw any conclusion from this we would need to separate how much of this effect is due to distance of view, and how much is due to number of objects. We expect that both of these are significant factors.
Conclusion and Future Work
We verify the truthfulness of two hypotheses with psychophysical experiments. To our knowledge, our work is the first to verify that the intuition about these hypotheses holds. Furthermore, we also identify four factors which may affect the truthfulness of the hypotheses, and thus need to be taken into consideration when adopting approximated simulation algorithms. Our experimental results also show that the extent of distortion in simulation does not affect viewers' global gaze statistics, as measured with an eye tracker, significantly. Thus, eye-tracking does not seem to be a promising avenue for evaluating visual plausibility.
A worthwhile direction for future work is to measure the affecting factors quantitively both individually and together, to find tolerance thresholds for each. This could help with specific design of simulations, where the simulation method is selected to meet specific criteria. Such a study could help to separate out the contributions of various effects (such as camera distance and number of objects). In addition to those studies, there were also some interesting observations in our study (such as a seeming local minimum when around 16 objects are simulated) that would be worth further study to see how universal the effect is.
